The ability to solve the radiative transfer equation in a fast and accurate fashion is central to several important applications in combustion physics, controlled thermonuclear fusion and astrophysics. Most practitioners see the value of using discrete ordinates methods for such applications. However, previous e!orts at designing discrete ordinates methods that are both fast and accurate have met with limited success. This is especially so when parts of the application satisfy the free streaming limit in which case most solution strategies become unacceptably di!usive or when parts of the application have high absorption or scattering opacities in which case most solution strategies converge poorly. Designing a single solution strategy that retains second-order accuracy and converges with optimal e$ciency in the free streaming limit as well as the optically thick limit is a challenge. Recent results also indicate that schemes that are less than second-order accurate will not retrieve the radiation di!usion limit.
Introduction
Radiation plays a very important role in the transfer of energy in various scienti"c applications. This is especially true for applications involving high-temperature phenomena where the radiation can on occasion dominate the total energy in the system being studied. Such applications are typically drawn from combustion physics, controlled thermonuclear fusion and astrophysics. In such applications one typically wants to solve for the radiation "eld in multiple dimensions on a computational mesh. In principle, this should be an easy task since the photons that constitute the radiation "eld move along rays till they interact with matter. When they do interact with matter they either undergo absorption or scattering. The matter can also act as a source of photons and emit new photons. The rays along which photons move are always characteristic lines, which are always straight lines in all situations except when strong (and anisotropic) general relativistic e!ects become important. We set aside the anisotropic general relativistic case for now because there is an abundance of applications that one can explore without the inclusion of general relativity. In practice, radiative transfer calculations have been rather di$cult for several reasons. As a result, several approximate solution techniques have been tried. These include radiation hydrodynamics, P L and simpli"ed P L methods and the discrete ordinates (i.e. S L ) method. We review each method brie#y below.
The fact that radiation can #ow from one point to another suggests that a hydrodynamical model may be built for it. As a result, Castor [1] and Buchler [2, 3] applied a closure approximation to the second moments of the transport equation to derive the equations of radiation hydrodynamics. As a result, the equations of radiation hydrodynamics describe the interaction of the radiation "eld, treated as a #uid, with matter. Balsara [4}6] showed that very powerful higher-order Godunov techniques can be applied to those equations. Furthermore, Balsara [7, 8] showed that these advances extend to the equations of radiation magnetohydrodynamics. However, a fundamental shortcoming in the solution of the equations of radiation hydrodynamics stems from the need to provide accurate Eddington factors. In all problems other than optically thick ones the Eddington factors can become strongly anisotropic and can vary rapidly in space. This indicates that to a certain extent the use of a closure approximation at the level of second moments was an inadequate approximation.
The P L approximation was "rst introduced by Krook [9] and Cheng [10] . It consists of taking moments of the radiative transport equation. This yields a system of equations with the angular dependence removed from them. Each P L approximation yields a system of n equations. In the asymptotic limit of large`na the P L approximation yields the solution of the actual transport equation. However, the positivity of the radiation "eld cannot be guaranteed by the P L method. This led Gelbard [11] , Liu and Gelbard [12] , Morel [13] and Larsen et al. [14] to formulate the simpli"ed P L (i.e. SP L ) method. The positivity of the radiation "eld can be guaranteed by the SP L methods. However, it cannot be guaranteed that in the limit of large`na the SP L method yields the solution of the actual transport equation. In practice only the lower moments are used and a wealth of practical experience only exists for the SP and SP methods. Thus the SP approximation yields the familiar radiation di!usion approximation, which removes all angular dependence from the radiation "eld. The P approximation retains some angular dependence, see Ratzell and Howell [15] , as does the SP approximation. However, the SP approximation does not permit the same level of angular dependence to be retained in the radiation "eld as the higher order S L approximations, see Larsen et al. [14] . Furthermore, each higher member in the family of P L approximations needs to be individually formulated, making it di$cult to obtain the higherorder members.
The discrete ordinates (S L ) method for radiative transfer was "rst formulated by Chandrasekhar [16] and later on developed by Lathrop and Carlson [17] . Each S L approximation consists of discretizing the angular dependence in the transport equation along n(n#2) discrete ordinates. Numerous methods and formulations for solving the S L transport equations have been devised. Thus Larsen and Morel [18] and Morel et al. [19] have devised a lumped linear-discontinuous (LLD) scheme. Their method is very much like the Galerkin formulations that are used in computational #uid dynamics (CFD) and even uses some concepts of upwinding to achieve second-order accuracy. Adams [20] and Adams and Novak [21] have designed and analyzed a simple corner balance (SCB) method that is very much like the lumped linear-discontinuous scheme in certain limits. Even parity, "nite-element method (EP-FEM)-based solution techniques for the radiative transfer equation were explored in Fiveland and Jessee [22, 23] . The EP methods have the advantage that they use a self-adjoint operator for the even parity transport equations and can, therefore, ensure positivity of the radiation "eld. However, for problems involving anisotropic scattering this advantage is lost. Also, in the limit of optically thick zones, the method loses accuracy and converges poorly. First-order accurate control volume-based discrete ordinates methods were originally formulated by Fiveland [24] for unpolarized radiation and by Haferman et al. [25] for polarized radiation. Total variation diminishing (TVD) techniques drawn from the work of vanLeer [26] and Harten [27] were "rst applied to radiative transfer problems by Jessee and Fiveland [28] . The introduction of TVD schemes recti"ed several shortcomings in the earlier diamond discretization scheme of Fiveland [29] . Recently, Jessee et al. [30] and Howell et al. [31] have used "rst-order accurate formulations of these techniques in self-adaptive radiative transfer problems. Howell et al. [31] self-consistently calculated the radiation and chemistry of a combustion #ow problem showing the great utility of these methods. For that reason we focus on control volume-based discrete ordinates methods in this work. Our more immediate goal is to arrive at a higher-order, accurate and rapidly convergent strategy for numerical radiative transfer that we wish to use in the author's RIEMANN framework for parallel adaptive mesh re"nement (AMR), see Balsara and Norton [32] .
The discrete ordinate methods mentioned above have several attractive aspects. However, there are several situations where they do not converge rapidly, necessitating the use of convergence acceleration methods. Hence, Fiveland and Jessee [33] have proposed mesh rebalance and synthetic acceleration methods to accelerate the solution to convergence. Likewise, Ramone et al. [34] proposed a transport synthetic acceleration (TSA) method for the scattering terms which they show to be superior to the di!usion synthetic acceleration method of Larsen [35] . However, several problems persist. They are:
(1) Mesh rebalance fails to produce rapid convergence for problems with high optical thickness, see Fiveland and Jessee [33] . TSA has a similar shortcoming when the problem is optically thick and strongly scattering. Both mesh rebalance and TSA have di$culties in making the solution converge when the medium is strongly scattering.
(2) The use of higher-order, nonlinear operators to discretize the advection term in the transfer equation causes a degradation of the convergence properties of the scheme, see Jessee and Fiveland [28] .
(3) Jessee and Fiveland [28] proposed the use of Gauss}Seidel relaxation which, because it uses directional sweeps, causes a partial serialization of the parallel implementation of these methods, see Burns and Christon [36] . This is so even when "rst-order methods are used. This partial serialization can prevent the radiative transfer problem from being highly parallelizable. It can also cause bottlenecks in the parallel processing of self-adaptive radiative transfer problems. For example, the method of Howell et al. [31] requires the grid patches in the AMR hierarchy to be processed in di!erent sequences for di!erent ordinates, making e$cient load balancing very di$cult if not impossible.
(4) It is also known that the convergence of Gauss}Seidel relaxation degrades when the mesh has zones with bad aspect ratios. The problem can be cured with semi-coarsening but only at the expense of introducing extra programming complexity in supporting the semicoarsening techniques. It is also worthwhile to point out that in several radiative transfer applications, meshes that have zones with bad aspect ratio are the norm rather than the exception.
(5) Most methods for multidimensional radiative transfer used to date make use of a dimensionby-dimension discretization of the advection part of the transfer equation. This is a serious shortcoming because the characteristics almost never point along the grid lines of the computational mesh.
(6) In anisotropic scattering problems or problems with moving media, the frequency groups can interact with each other. The above-mentioned acceleration methods do not provide a natural way to account for that mixing across frequency groups. As a result, when multiple frequency groups are being used, a linear multifrequency-gray acceleration method has to be invoked, see Morel et al. [37] .
In this paper we examine two-dimensional radiative transfer. Insights gained in two dimensions will be applied to three dimensions in a subsequent paper. In this paper we put forward the viewpoint that superior, genuinely multidimensional, discretizations of the transport equation exist. Furthermore, we point out that the relaxation strategies that have been used in the past to iterate second-order accurate discretizations of the transfer equation to convergence are not well matched to the discretizations that have been used. This is because the relaxation strategies bene"t maximally from diagonal dominance and compact structure of the discretized transfer equation even though the dimension-by-dimension upwind discretizations do not have these properties. The genuinely multidimensional, nonlinearly positive discretizations of Sidilkover and Roe [38] are shown to rectify this problem because they have a compact stencil. Previously used relaxation methods for iterating the transport equation to convergence have always used an operator splitting of the discretized transfer equation into an advection term and a source term which contains the scattering contribution. The acceleration schemes were then invoked within each iteration to correct for this operator splitting. However, principal component analysis shows that this operator splitting is not justi"ed in several situations. For that reason, the Krylov-subspace technique of Saad and Schultz [39] is used to relax the discretized transfer equation without resort to operator splitting. This permits the scattering term to fully participate in the relaxation process. All TVD discretizations of the radiative transfer equation are nonlinear. For that reason, the Newton}Krylov technique of Brown and Saad [40] is used to factor in a Newton step into the Krylov-subspace iteration. When applied to the radiative transfer equation the Krylov-subspace techniques display very slow convergence for a lot of iterations. To accelerate convergence, the full approximation scheme (FAS) multigrid strategy of Brandt [41] is used with the Newton}Krylov method acting as a nonlinear multigrid smoother on each of the levels. The combination of a genuinely multidimensional, nonlinearly positive scheme that uses FAS multigrid in conjunction with the Newton}Krylov method is shown to result in an S L scheme for radiative transfer that is highly accurate and converges very rapidly in all circumstances. It also permits the same solution strategy to be invoked on all levels in the multigrid hierarchy, further simplifying the solution strategy. Balsara and Norton [32] have shown that self-adaptive multigrid techniques can be parallelized extremely well. The Krylov-subspace techniques do not require ordered processing of the grid patches in an AMR hierarchy. As a result, the multidimensional radiative transfer strategy presented here is eminently well suited for use in parallel AMR applications.
In Section 2 we catalogue and discuss various discretizations of the radiative transfer equation. In Section 3 we brie#y review Newton}Krylov techniques and FAS multigrid. In Section 4 we present a sequence of model problems which we use to demonstrate why the combination of techniques invoked here yield extremely powerful strategies for multidimensional radiative transfer. In Section 5 we present several realistic test problems. In Section 6 we present some conclusions.
The radiative transfer equation and its discretization
The radiative transfer equation (RTE) for a moving medium was written out in its most general form by Mihalas and Klein [42] . For the purposes of this paper it is adequate to focus on the following form of the RTE:
where
is the ordinate direction; I(r, K ) is the radiation intensity at the location r in the ordinate direction K ; I (r) is the intensity of blackbody radiation at the temperature of the medium and and are the absorption and scattering opacities of the medium. For computational domains that are bounded by gray surfaces that re#ect di!usively, the above equation has to be solved with the boundary condition:
where n( is the inwardly pointing normal at the surface; is the surface emissivity; "1! is the surface re#ectivity and I (r) is the intensity being emitted by the boundary. Eq. (2) for the boundaries is general enough to accommodate the free space boundary conditions that are common in astrophysics because one would then use "1 and set the intensity at the boundary to be equal to the incident intensity that is shining into the computational domain from the outside. Eq. (1) can be discretized for a given ordinate set S L . For more on the choice of ordinate sets see the appendix in this paper and Fiveland [43] and Lathrop and Carlson [17] . Thus the RTE is replaced by a discrete set of equations for a "nite number of ordinates K . The integrals in Eqs.
(1) and (2) are replaced by a quadrature so that each ordinate has a weight w . There are M"n(n#2) such ordinates in three dimensions and half as many for two dimensions. Thus the discrete ordinates approximation of the RTE in Eq. (1) becomes.
A general control volume approximation can be made for the above equation. For the purpose of illustration, we use a Cartesian mesh with zones of size h V and h W along the x-and y-directions. Eq. (3) can then be written in #ux conservative form as
where the lumped source term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) is given by
From Eq. (4) we see that the choice of di!erent control volume formulations is determined by the choice of the #uxes F G\H and G GH\ . It is worthwhile to make a few observations about Eqs. (1) and (4): (1) Notice that the scattering terms satisfy a principle of detailed balance. Thus the scattering terms do not contribute when one takes the integral of Eq. (1) over the full solid angle of 4 . In Eq. (1) the detailed balance is trivially satis"ed. For moving media, see Mihalas and Klein [42] , achieving such a detailed balance for the scattering terms requires preservation of additional moments. The same is true for anisotropic scattering even when the medium is stationary. The detailed balance in the continuous case implies that the analogous discrete ordinates equations, i.e. Eq. (4), should also satisfy these constraints as far as possible. That is the case for the ordinate sets given in the appendix and Fiveland [43] .
(2) When the scattering terms are strong all ordinate directions are strongly coupled to each other. Thus in the limit of strong scattering it becomes increasingly unacceptable to relegate the scattering terms to a post-facto acceleration step.
(3) As the absorption or scattering opacities become stronger the importance of the advection terms in Eqs. (1) and (4) is decreased and the equations become more local. Thus an optimal solution strategy should converge very rapidly in that limit.
(4) Principal component analysis furnishes a well-formulated theory which can tell us which terms in a set of equations couple strongly with which other terms. All terms which have strong coupling with each other need to be relaxed simultaneously. When the principal component analysis of Yavneh [44] is applied to Eqs. (1) or (4) one realizes that the scattering terms can have strong coupling with the advection terms. Furthermore, as the mesh becomes coarser the importance of the absorption and scattering opacity terms increases. The absorption opacity is routinely included in the relaxation process so the fact that the terms involving absorption opacity dominate on coarser meshes does not damage the convergence. The scattering terms are routinely decoupled from the relaxation even on coarser meshes. The principal component analysis of Yavneh [44] shows that this is progressively more damaging to the convergence of the overall scheme as the mesh becomes coarser. The fact that the coarse mesh rebalance acceleration strategy in [33] loses its e!ectiveness when the scattering opacity increases can be attributed to this fact.
(5) The contributions from the absorption and scattering terms are at least formally linear in the radiation intensity variable. Thus a method that draws on this linearity should converge faster when the opacities assume larger values. In particular, the Newton method for solving a system of nonlinear equations assumes the existence of such a linearity in its solution strategy. Thus a method that builds in a Newton iteration step into its solution strategy should converge faster as the opacities increase. This is one of the reasons that motivates our choice of Newton}Krylov methods as smoothers for our numerical scheme.
(6) When the scattering opacity is zero the ordinates decouple. In that limit the pointwise smoothers devised in Sidilkover and Brandt [45] become useful. The pointwise smoothers might even retain their utility when the scattering terms are analytically di!erentiable, provided one is willing to carry out the analytical di!erentiation in every case of interest.
(7) Mihalas and Kline [42] pointed out that "rst-order discretizations of Eq. (1) are unacceptable. The reason they gave is that when a "rst-order discretization is used for the advection terms in Eq. (1) the terms that bear the resultant discretization error can contribute much like an additional radiation di!usion term. This makes it impossible to retrieve the di!usion limit at great optical depth. The asymptotic analysis of the RTE by Morel et al. [19] and Adams and Nowak [21] con"rms the above-mentioned observation of Mihalas and Kline [42] and gives it a more formal footing. For this reason, some of the "rst-order schemes in Jessee et al. [30] and Howell et al. [31] may be unsuitable for general purpose use.
(8) It is also important to be able to retrieve the free streaming limit when the opacities become very small. Thus an optimal scheme for radiative transfer is one which reduces the dissipation and dispersion as much as possible, retains positivity of the solution and converges very fast in the free streaming limit. Unfortunately, the "rst-order accurate discretizations that have been tried so far, see Fiveland [24] or Howell et al. [31] , converge fast but are extremely di!usive and the second-order accurate discretizations that have been tried so far, see Jessee and Fiveland [28] , have poor convergence properties.
(9) Putting the above points together we realize that the advection terms and the opacity terms interact most strongly with each other when the optical depth in a zone is of order unity. Thus we expect that a single scheme which is simultaneously optimal in the optically thick limit as well as in the free streaming limit should also be rather pro"cient in this intermediate regime.
(10) Thus in our quest for optimal schemes for numerical radiative transfer we seek a single scheme (i.e. without acceleration sub-iterations) which is simultaneously optimal in the optically thick and the free streaming limits.
In the next two sections we give explicit expressions for the #uxes in the dimensional TVD schemes and the genuinely multidimensional, nonlinearly positive schemes.
Dimensional TVD scheme
The TVD methods of vanLeer [26] and Harten [27] are applied on a dimension by dimension basis to obtain the #uxes. The x-#ux is given by
where Limiter[x, y] is any symmetric slope-limiter function that keeps the slope within the TVD region, see Sweby [46] . Good examples of TVD limiters include the minmod, vanLeer or superbee limiters. It might even prove useful to use the vanAlbada limiter`Limiter[x, y]"(xy#yx)/ (x#y)a because of its di!erentiability even though it is not strictly speaking a TVD limiter. The y-#ux can be obtained similarly. We have used both the minmod and vanAlbada limiters in all the simulations that will be presented in this paper. Several useful points can be made about the #ux in Eq. (6):
(1) Chakravarthy [47] and Harten [48] have shown that in one dimension such #uxes retain diagonal dominance. In multiple dimensions the diagonal dominance cannot be ensured.
(2) Mulder and vanLeer [49] have shown that Gauss}Seidel relaxation with FAS multigrid acceleration can iterate such problems to convergence. However, the convergence rates are slow. Sidilkover and Brandt [45] give some reasons for that fact. As a result, numerical schemes for solving the RTE that use the #ux in Eq. (6) will not be optimal in the free streaming limit.
(3) Gropp et al. [50] have shown that Newton}Krylov methods can be used to iterate such dimensional TVD schemes to convergence. However, the convergence is again sub-optimal. This further reinforces the notion that dimensional TVD approaches yield sub-optimal numerical schemes for solving the RTE.
(4) The exploration of the convergence properties of the RTE when the vanAlbada limiter is used is very important for two speci"c reasons: (a) The vanAlbada limiter is a di!erentiable limiter and is, therefore, most bene"cial to the di!erentiation that is carried out in the Newton step of the Newton}Krylov method used in this paper. (b) It can be shown that the lower-order weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes, see Liu et al. [51] , Jiang and Shu [52] and Balsara and Shu [53] , e!ectively have a limiter that is much like the vanAlbada limiter. These WENO schemes produce discretizations that are much better than second-order accurate when the solution is smooth. Thus, if it can be shown that the RTE converges well when the vanAlbada limiter is used, it would suggest that the RTE may converge well when WENO discretizations are used. The use of WENO discretizations for the RTE would in turn open the door for designing very high accuracy schemes for the RTE. We will explore this topic in a subsequent paper.
Genuinely multidimensional, nonlinearly positive scheme
Goodman and LeVeque [54] have shown that a literal extension of the TVD concept to multiple dimensions proves to be too restrictive in the design of genuinely multidimensional second-order accurate schemes. For that reason, several authors have focussed attention on schemes that retain positivity of the solution. Schemes that retain some concept of multidimensionality have been designed by numerous authors, Colella [55] , Hirsch and van Ransbeek [56] , LeVeque [57] to name but a few. However, very systematically designed strategies for constructing genuinely multidimensional schemes have mainly been o!ered in the work of Roe [58] , Roe and Sidilkover [59] , Sidilkover and Brandt [45] , Sidilkover [60] and Sidilkover and Roe [38] . Those authors impose the twin requirements of positivity and multidimensionality which result in diagonally dominant discretizations and compact stencils. Sidilkover and Brandt [45] have also shown that the multidimensional methods are extremely well suited for use in multigrid methods. The genuinely multidimensional discretizations routinely produce convergence in substantially fewer multigrid cycles than the dimensional TVD discretizations. Roe and Sidilkover [59] show that the dissipation and dispersion characteristics of these methods are superior to those of the dimensional TVD discretizations. Sidilkover [60] showed that these methods can be extended to three dimensions. For all those reasons, we use the #uctuation splitting schemes given in Roe [58] and Sidilkover and Roe [38] in this work. The stencils that are used in these schemes depend on the characteristic directions. The #uxes, which retain second-order accuracy, are given by the following equations.
When
The above expressions give us the #uxes when the characteristics point into the "rst quadrant of the xy-plane. When the characteristics point into other quadrants of the xy-plane, the #uxes can be obtained by applying obvious symmetries to Eqs. (7)}(10). Several useful points can be made about the #uxes in Eqs. (7)} (10):
(1) Sidilkover and Brandt [45] have shown that when these #uxes are used in a multigrid scheme the convergence is extremely rapid. The reasons for this rapid convergence stem from the compact stencil and the diagonal dominance that are mandated by the twin requirements of positivity and genuine multidimensionality. As a result, we use these #uxes in our scheme for solving the RTE because they allow us to obtain an optimal scheme in the free streaming limit.
(2) Use of the #uxes in Eqs. (7)}(10) yields an optimal scheme for another reason. Harten [61] showed that the cross-characteristic smearing produced by a numerical scheme is strongly determined by the dissipation structure of the scheme. This point has relevance for radiative transfer because in the free streaming limit the ability to accurately advect beams of radiation over several hundreds of zones is entirely determined by the cross-characteristic smearing. Roe and Sidilkover [59] and Sidilkover and Brandt [45] have shown that the cross-characteristic smearing of the present scheme is the least that is theoretically possible. Thus these schemes are optimal even from the point of view of having minimal dissipation.
(3) Sidilkover and Brandt [45] used a pointwise relaxation strategy as a smoother within a FAS multigrid scheme to rapidly iterate an advection equation to convergence. Pointwise smoothers may not be practicable when the zones have a bad aspect ratio or when complex scattering terms are involved. However, the diagonal dominance and compact stencils that result from this discretization would also help in the convergence of Newton}Krylov techniques. Newton}Krylov techniques remain practicable when the zones have a bad aspect ratio or when complex scattering terms are involved.
(4) Sidilkover and Roe [38] include source terms in the slope limiters in Eqs. (7) and (10) above in a slightly di!erent fashion. Their way of including source terms does not result in properly centered representation of the source terms. For that reason, the form of the #uxes given here is to be preferred. It is also inadvisable to use the source terms in the limiters in Eqs. (7) and (10) when solving the problem on the coarser meshes in a multigrid hierarchy. This is so because, before the solution comes close to the converged solution, the source terms can take on large and unrealistic values. Even for a homogeneous equation the "ne grid to coarse grid defect can make a large contribution to the source terms. We do not want those values to in#uence the #uxes. For that reason, we include the source terms in the limiters on the "ne mesh that covers the entire computational domain but we exclude the source terms in the limiters on any of its coarsenings. We have also explored the consequences of excluding the source terms from the limiters on all the meshes in the multigrid hierarchy and report on this topic later on in the paper.
(5) It is worthwhile pointing out that the original formulation of the #uctuation splitting scheme that was carried out by Roe [58] was done on unstructured meshes. While there is some ambiguity in the choice of triangles in that work the fact that it can be formulated on triangulated meshes holds out the hope that the methods for numerical radiative transfer devised here will see natural extensions to unstructured meshes.
(6) Raithby and Chui [62] have made an early e!ort to introduce some amount of multidimensionality into the discretization of the RTE. In the free streaming limit their method reduces to the skew upwind di!erence scheme of Raithby [63] . Roe and Sidilkover have shown that the method of Raithby [63] loses second-order accuracy for several ordinate directions. Thus the method of Raithby and Chui [62] is fundamentally a "rst-order method.
Relevant iterative techniques = a brief survey
In this section we brie#y review Newton}Krylov methods and FAS multigrid. The discussion is meant to give the interested reader an entry point to the literature without repeating too many details in this paper. We also try wherever possible to provide insights that are speci"c to the solution of the RTE.
Restarted Newton}Krylov methods
Eq. (4) with the #uxes given in Sections 2.1 or 2.2 de"nes a nonlinear system of equations that has to be solved by iterating it to convergence. Denote the vector formed by the intensities in each zone and for every ordinate by ;. Let F(;) denote the vector of residuals associated with Eq. (4) in each zone and for every ordinate. The solution of the RTE is said to have converged when "F(;)"P0. Newton's method provides a way for solving this nonlinear problem iteratively. Thus given the kth iterate ; I we wish to obtain the next iterate ;I> via the solution of the linear system: JI ;I"!F(;I); ;I>";I# ;I.
Here JI is the Jacobian matrix for the current iterate. In general JI is a large, sparse and non-symmetric matrix whose (i, j)th element in the kth iteration is given by
Such sparse matrices can be solved using the restarted generalized minimum residual method (GMRES) of Saad and Schultz [39] . The restarted GMRES(p) algorithm is an iterative method which seeks to "nd the solution of the linear system in Eq. (11) by projecting it onto the Krylov subspace +r , JIr ,(JI)r ,(JI)r , 2 ,(JI)N\r , where the vector of residuals r , using an initial guess of zero, is given by r "!F(;I). The projection is designed to minimize the residuals in the L norm. After each complete projection the GMRES method is restarted. Here`pa denotes the dimension of the Krylov subspace used in each restarted GMRES(p) iteration. At the beginning of each restart of the GMRES method the Newton step from Eq. (11) is applied making this a Newton}Krylov method. Brown [64] and Brown and Saad [40] pointed out that the Jacobian matrix JI is never needed explicitly. All that is needed is the product of the Jacobian matrix with a Krylov vector <. This matrix}vector product can be obtained via an inexact Newton procedure for which we have the following approximation which holds true for small enough :
Gropp et al. [50] catalogue some very useful strategies for choosing in a solution-dependent fashion.
Several useful points about the Newton}Krylov method that we have used in this work are given below:
(1) The GMRES method given by Saad and Schultz [39] is suceptible to numerical instabilities in the Gram}Schmidt orthogonalization procedure. A variation of GMRES that uses Householder transformations for the orthogonalization has been given by Walker [65] . In practical problems, Saad [66] suggests that the modi"ed Gram}Schmidt method with reorthogonalization that is catalogued in the text of Parlett [67] is almost always adequate for rectifying this numerical instability. For all the radiative transfer problems presented here we have found Saad's suggestion to be borne out.
(2) The dimension of the Krylov subspace,`pa, determines the amount of computer memory required by the method. Typically the memory required is approximately`pa times the memory required to store the entire solution vector. In general, larger values of`pa are known to produce better convergence. Thus the value of`pa is always a compromise between the computer's available memory and the convergence rate that is desired. Based on several CFD calculations Gropp et al. [50] favor using`p+30a. For radiative transfer calculations we have found that using two restarted Newton-GMRES(15) iterations works just as well as one restarted Newton-GMRES (30) iteration. For that reason we prefer the smaller value of`pa with more frequent restarts. More frequent restarts can also be helpful in the initial phase of convergence because each restart allows us to start with a value of the solution that is closer to the "nal converged solution.
(3) Saad [68] has also designed preconditioning strategies for GMRES. We have not used those preconditioners in this work because the FAS multigrid method provides an equivalent strategy that is much better suited for the RTE.
(4) The experience of Gropp et al. [50] has shown that the convergence of Newton}Krylov methods is not restricted to two dimensional problems. Thus the Newton}Krylov methods converge well when applied to two-dimensional problems and also when applied to threedimensional problems.
Full approximation scheme (FAS) multigrid
Radiation has the very interesting physical property that all parts of the computational domain can be radiatively coupled to all other parts of the computational domain. This is especially true when the problem is not very optically thick. Multigrid methods have the useful mathematical property that they represent the physical problem at all levels of coarsening and, therefore, allow all length scales to be coupled to each other. Because of that good match between the mathematical properties of multigrid and the physical property of the radiation "eld, we use multigrid methods in this work. The full approximation scheme (FAS) multigrid and its utility for solving nonlinear problems has been extensively documented in Brandt [41] . For that reason we do not repeat any further details here.
Several useful points about the use of FAS multigrid in conjunction with a Newton}Krylov method are given below:
(1) When traditional FAS multigrid is applied to nonlinear equations it often uses a disjoint Newton step applied to the individual equations followed by relaxation sweeps applied to the resultant Jacobian matrix. The present method synthesizes the Newton and relaxation steps into one step and uses the two together in a much more powerful fashion. It also absolves the user of having to go through the inconvenience of explicitly constructing the Jacobian matrix. Avoiding the explicit construction of the Jacobian matrix also represents a very signi"cant reduction in the amount of computer memory that is needed.
(2) Only a very small number of restarted Newton-GMRES iterations seem to be needed on each of the upward and downward passes in the multigrid cycling. Furthermore, using a Krylov subspace with a rather small dimension seems to be wholly adequate in all cases that we tested. It is popular among some users of Krylov methods to use the DQGMRES variant of the GMRES algorithm because it saves computational cost by doing an incomplete orthogonalization of the Krylov subspace. In view of the fact that a rather small dimension for the Krylov subspace seems to be adequate, it is not bene"cial to use DQGMRES instead of GMRES for radiative transfer problems.
(3) The use of restarted GMRES as a smoother in a multigrid scheme seems more natural once one realizes that Kaczmarz [69] relaxation is equivalent to utilizing a Krylov subspace having a dimension of unity.
(4) When GMRES is used as a smoother in a multigrid hierarchy the coarsest mesh in the multigrid hierarchy does not have to be an extremely coarse mesh. Having just a few levels in the multigrid hierarchy has often been seen to su$ce in several problems. This helps overcome one of the popular criticisms of multigrid methods that the number of zones in each mesh direction can only be a small multiple of a power of two.
(5) When the mesh has zones with bad aspect ratios the GMRES algorithm (used as a smoother within FAS multigrid) is not as susceptible to convergence problems as the pointwise smoothers that are traditionally used in multigrid work. In particular, multigrid methods that use GMRES as a smoother do not seem to need directional coarsenings which increase the programming complexity of the algorithm.
(6) Problems with strong scattering terms are also easily handled. As the absorption or scattering opacities become large the convergence is improved.
(7) Putting the above two points together we claim that using the Newton}Krylov method as a smoother within FAS multigrid is a natural way of allowing the computer to carry out the principal component analysis. Thus, by permitting the maximal coupling between variables, the Newton}Krylov method naturally picks out the variables that strongly couple to each other in the relaxation process. This point might also be very useful for more complicated hyperbolic systems where the principal component analysis is di$cult to carry out analytically. We remind the reader that the algebraic multigrid (AMG) method of Brandt et al. [70] also seeks to coarsen the mesh points based on evaluating strong and weak coupling between variables. However, it might prove di$cult to incorporate the Newton step within AMG for general partial di!erential equations. The extra logic that is required to evaluate couplings between variables on a computer has also impeded the use of AMG, Brandt [71] . Thus methods that use Newton}Krylov-based smoothers within FAS multigrid may well turn out to be general-purpose alternatives to the AMG method.
(8) When the genuinely multidimensional scheme in Section 2.2 is used in conjuction with the FAS multigrid scheme that uses the Newton}Krylov smoothers one gets a single scheme for numerical radiative transfer that is simultaneously optimal in the optically thick and free streaming limits. The resulting scheme is second-order accurate and has minimal dissipation and dispersion. It retains its good convergence rate when the zones have unit optical depth on the "ne mesh. Indeed the use of a multigrid hierarchy ensures that there is always a mesh in the hierarchy where the optical depth in the zones becomes either small or large. Such meshes help accelerate the convergence of the overall radiative transfer problem on the "ne mesh.
(9) The equations of radiative transfer are often solved in conjunction with the equations for the evolution of the irradiated matter. The equations for the matter can also draw on the existence of a multigrid hierarchy and the Newton}Krylov methods. For example, Gropp et al. [50] have shown that the equations of hydrodynamics can be solved using implicit methods that also use the restarted Newton}Krylov methodology.
(10) In this paper we do not explore the role of coarsening the frequency groups on coarser meshes. This would seem to be a useful thing to do because it helps produce better thermal coupling across frequency groups. This idea does not seem far-fetched when we realize that we only want the "nal solution to be available for all the frequency groups on the base level (i.e. "nest) mesh in the multigrid hierarchy. The solution on all the coarsenings of the "nest mesh only serve to accelerate the "ne mesh solution to convergence. This idea also has the mathematical merit that it reduces the size of the vectors that form the Krylov subspace on the coarser meshes, making convergence easier to achieve on those meshes. We will explore this idea in a subsequent paper.
(11) The previous idea of coarsening the frequency groups on coarser meshes can also be extended to using a smaller ordinate set on coarser meshes. Morel and Manteu!el [72] have performed angular coarsening on the same spatial mesh and shown that convergence rates that are superior to di!usion synthetic acceleration can be obtained. We will explore this idea in a subsequent paper.
Model problems
In this section we focus on a few model problems. This is done with the intent of demonstrating the performance characteristics of our methods for numerical radiative transfer in an extremely simple setting. The simplicity permits us to pick out isolated e!ects. The model problems are based on solving the following equation:
The 
The model problems were always started with a value of 1.2 initialized on the "ne grid. As a result the schemes we tested were required to converge from initial values that were more than 100% di!erent from the converged values in all cases. Using 256;256 zones to solve some of the problems in this section might seem like we are using an excessive number of zones. However, the choice is justi"ed because on grids with smaller number of zones the GMRES convergence (without multigrid) can show improvements that are not sustained on larger grids. In most cases we were interested in an inter-comparison of the convergence rates for the following solution strategies:
(1) Restarted Newton-GMRES(15) was used with the dimensional TVD scheme of Section 2.1. The minmod limiter was used. This represents in some sense the most conventional of technologies and, therefore, provides us with a baseline to compare against. We call this method`convergence strategy 0a.
(2) Restarted Newton-GMRES(15) was used as a smoother within the FAS multigrid and the dimensional TVD discretization from Section 2.1 was used for the #uxes. The minmod limiter was used. Two restarted Newton-GMRES(15) smoothing steps were carried out in the upward pass of a multigrid V-cycle and a similar number were used in the downward pass. We call this method convergence strategy 1a. Twenty multigrid V-cycles were used.
(3) Restarted Newton-GMRES(15) was used as a smoother within the FAS multigrid and the genuinely multidimensional discretization from Section 2.2 was used for the #uxes. The minmod limiter was used and the source term was included in the limiter. Two restarted Newton-GMRES(15) smoothing steps were carried out in the upward pass of a multigrid V-cycle and a similar number were used in the downward pass. We call this method`convergence strategy 2a. Twenty multigrid V-cycles were used.
(4) Restarted Newton-GMRES(15) was used as a smoother within the FAS multigrid and the genuinely multidimensional discretization from Section 2.2 was used for the #uxes. The vanAlbada limiter was used and the source term was included in the limiter. Two restarted Newton-GMRES(15) smoothing steps were carried out in the upward pass of a multigrid V-cycle and a similar number were used in the downward pass. We call this method`convergence strategy 3a. Twenty multigrid V-cycles were used. It is interesting to make a comparison between the present point and the immediately preceding one because the vanAlbada limiter is a di!erentiable limiter and is, therefore, most bene"cial to the di!erentiation that is carried out in the Newton step of the Newton}Krylov method.
We were primarily interested in evaluating the rates at which the residuals from the above four solution strategies converge. All four strategies are iterative. The solution strategies entail evaluating the residual of Eq. (4) for each mesh point and each ordinate (and frequency, if multiple frequency groups are used). This is the computationally intensive step. Thus the cost of the scheme is determined by the number of times the residual of Eq. (4), viewed as a function, is evaluated for the whole spatial and angular mesh. An optimal solution strategy is one whose residual converges with the smallest number of function evaluations. Thus we use the number of function evaluations as the unit of work. In all cases we were interested in the convergence of the residuals evaluated in the L and L norms with respect to the number of function evaluations. Several of these model problems have sharp singularities and large gradients in their solutions. The residual evaluated in the L norm is a good indicator of the error that builds up in singular regions. The residual evaluated in the L norm is a better index of the error in the solution averaged over the whole computational domain. As a result, both are of interest here. Since we used two restarted Newton-GMRES(15) smoothing steps in each upward and downward pass of the multigrid V-cycle, each multigrid cycle resulted in sixty function evaluations on the "nest grid. For a multigrid V-cycle, this is equivalent to eighty function evaluations for each traversal of the entire multigrid hierarchy.
The free streaming limit; "s"0
The free streaming limit is one of the very important limits of the RTE. The reason for its importance is that when the opacity and emissivity of the matter are very small the radiation must be accurately propagated along rays over extremely large distances. Thus small advection errors in each zone of the discretized RTE can cumulatively pile up as the radiation propagates over a large number of zones. In this model problem, the step that is initialized on the lower y-boundary in Eq. (15) is propagated along the characteristics over the entire computational mesh. Fig. 1a shows the evolution of the residual evaluated in the L norm as a function of the number of function evaluations. The restarted Newton-GMRES(15) with the dimensional TVD scheme is shown with a legend of`0a and corresponds to convergence strategy 0. The FAS multigrid with the dimensional TVD discretization is shown with a legend of`1a and corresponds to convergence strategy 1. The FAS multigrid with the multidimensional discretization and minmod limiter is shown with a legend of`2a and corresponds to convergence strategy 2. The FAS multigrid with the multidimensional discretization and vanAlbada limiter is shown with a legend of`3a and corresponds to convergence strategy 3. Each legend of`1a,`2a or`3a gives the residual after one entire FAS multigrid cycle. Fig. 1b shows the evolution of the residual evaluated in the L norm. Both Figs. 1a and b show that the convergence strategy 0 is very slow especially in the initial iterations. By comparison, convergence strategy 1 is much faster especially in the initial iterations. This is because the multigrid method provides an e!ective way of reducing the residuals in all wavelengths of the problem. The rapid initial convergence of the multigrid method is important because it is often considered meaningful to iterate the problem only till the residuals become smaller than the discretization error in the problem. When that is the case, strategy 1 handily beats strategy 0. We see, however, that once the residual has become small enough the restarted Newton-GMRES(15) (without multigrid) does indeed show the fast, quadratic convergence of the Newton method. Convergence strategies 2 and 3 are seen to converge at roughly comparable rates. It is also worth pointing out that convergence strategies 2 and 3 handily beat convergence strategies 0 and 1. This is because convergence strategies 2 and 3 have the dual advantages of using a compact, positivity and L norms for "s"0 which corresponds to the model problem in the free streaming limit. The legend`0a indicates restarted Newton-GMRES(15) (without multigrid) with dimensional TVD discretization. The legend`1a indicates FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the dimensional TVD discretization. The legends`2a and`3a indicate FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the multidimensional discretization. Legend`2a corresponds to the use of a minmod limiter while legend`3a corresponds to the use of a vanAlbada limiter.
preserving discretization as well as using the convergence acceleration provided by multigrid cycling. Convergence strategies 2 and 3 could actually reduce the residual below the discretization error in about six multigrid cycles even though the initial guess was several 100% wrong. This underscores the great advantage of genuinely multidimensional discretizations over conventional, dimensional TVD discretizations. Not just do they converge faster but they are more faithful to the physics of the problem. The convergence of the dimensional TVD scheme is poor mainly because it tries to represent the advection as if it were taking place along mesh lines. But the advection is not oriented along the mesh lines in this problem causing the convergence of the dimensional TVD scheme to degrade. It is also interesting to notice that the L norm of the residual in convergence strategy 0 converges with a lot of #uctuations while the L norm of the residual in convergence strategy 0 has a smoother convergence history. This is purely a consequence of the GMRES algorithm which is designed to minimize the error in the L norm of the residual.
Low opacity; "s"1
It is interesting to ask how the inclusion of opacity terms and source terms in the Newton} Krylov relaxation interacts with the discretization of the advection terms? We want to verify that our inclusion of opacity and source terms in the Newton-GMRES smoother does not have a negative impact on the convergence characteristics of the scheme. The present problem is designed to test the convergence when opacity and source terms are included. In principle, the radiative intensity should reach an asymptotic value of s/ after traversing several optical depths. The optical depth across this box is, however, of order unity so we do not expect it to reach that asymptotic value in this problem. In Figs. 2a and b we show the convergence histories of the residuals. We see that the convergence history does not look signi"cantly di!erent from the convergence history in Figs. 1a and b . This is consistent with our anticipation in the previous sections because the optical depth in each zone is much less than unity. Thus we expect the opacity term to be weakly coupled to the advection term which is the dominant term in this model problem. As a result, the convergence history in Fig. 2 looks much like that in Fig. 1, as expected. Convergence strategy 3 shows itself to be superior to convergence strategy 2 in this problem. This can be attributed to the fact that the vanAlbada limiter is di!erentiable limiter. Since the source terms are included in the limiter, the vanAlbada limiter is more responsive to the in#uence of the source terms, thereby producing better convergence. (When the source terms are excluded from the minmod limiter the results, which are not shown here, display a convergence rate that is comparable to convergence strategy 3.) Our inclusion of opacity and source terms in the Newton-GMRES smoother has not had a negative impact on the convergence characteristics of the scheme.
Intermediate opacity; "100; s"10
In Section 2.2 we had asserted that an optimal scheme for radiative transfer should converge rapidly in the free streaming limit. In Section 4.1 we showed that the multidimensional scheme indeed converges very well in that limit. Based on our discussion in Section 2 we also expect the Newton-GMRES smoother to cause the scheme to converge rapidly when the optical depth in a zone is larger than unity. In Section 2 we had, therefore, conjectured that a single scheme that is optimal in the free streaming limit and the optically thick limit should also have good convergence properties in the intermediate regime where the optical depth in each zone is of order unity. We test that conjecture here because the opacity in the present model problem is chosen so that the optical depth in each zone is of order unity. Figs. 3a and b show the convergence histories of the residuals. We see that convergence strategies 0 and 1 converge extremely fast and at roughly the same rate. This is to be expected because the convergence is driven by the fact that the high opacity makes this problem a local one in each of the zones. The Newton-GMRES smoother utilizes that fact to converge very rapidly. Thus the convergence acceleration from the FAS multigrid algorithm plays virtually no role in this intermediate opacity case. We also see that convergence strategies 2 and 3 are much better than convergence strategies 0 and 1. Thus the genuinely multidimensional scheme retains its advantages in the intermediate opacity case.
High opacity; "1000; s"100
In Figs. 4a and b we examine the convergence rates of the schemes in the limit where the zones are optically thick. For reasons that have already been given in Section 4.3 we verify that the convergence rate is excellent for all four convergence strategies. Comparing the convergence history of the residuals in Figs. 2}4 with that in Fig. 1 we see that the convergence in Figs. 2}4 is as good as or better than the convergence in Fig. 1 . Thus, for the model problems catalogued so far, the convergence rate is bounded from above by the convergence rate in the free streaming limit! We see that convergence strategy 3 is optimally convergent in the free streaming limit as well as the and L norms for "s"1 which corresponds to the low-opacity model problem. The legend`0a indicates restarted Newton-GMRES(15) (without multigrid) with dimensional TVD discretization. The legend`1a indicates FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES (15) as a smoother for the dimensional TVD discretization. The legends`2a and`3a indicate FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES (15) as a smoother for the multidimensional discretization. Legend`2a corresponds to the use of a minmod limiter while legend`3a corresponds to the use of a vanAlbada limiter.
optically thick limit. Furthermore, its convergence does not degrade when the optical depth of each zone is of order unity. (When the source terms are excluded from the minmod limiter the results, which are not shown here, display a convergence rate that is comparable to convergence strategy 3 in all the model problems analyzed thus far.) As a result we identify FAS multigrid which uses the restarted Newton}Krylov method as a smoother for the genuinely multidimensional discretization of the RTE as our choice of an optimal scheme. We also notice that it is advantageous to use a diwerentiable limiter.
Strong lasing; "!10; s"0
In this section we examine the convergence properties of the schemes in a problem that mimics lasing phenomena. Here the opacity is set to a large negative value. Thus as the radiation propagates from the lower y-boundary to the upper y-boundary it undergoes an exponential ampli"cation. The radiation undergoes a cumulative ampli"cation by a factor of e. Because of the strong exponential growth, this model problem cannot be done on a mesh that is substantially smaller than 256;256 zones. Figs. 5a and b present the convergence histories. We see that the Newton-GMRES method without multigrid acceleration (legend`0a) does not converge at all! Convergence strategy 1, which uses dimensional TVD discretization, converges exceedingly slowly. This is because the TVD limiter, which is applied on a dimension-by-dimension basis, does not (15) (without multigrid) with dimensional TVD discretization. The legend`1a indicates FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES (15) as a smoother for the dimensional TVD discretization. The legends`2a and`3a indicate FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES (15) as a smoother for the multidimensional discretization. Legend`2a corresponds to the use of a minmod limiter while legend`3a corresponds to the use of a vanAlbada limiter.
detect the fact that the radiation intensity is undergoing exponential ampli"cation in a direction that is not aligned with the mesh. Thus the limiter tries to damp out exponential growth even though such growth is physically justi"ed in this model problem. Convergence strategy 2 shows a modest improvement over convergence strategy 1. Convergence strategy 3, which uses the genuinely multidimensional scheme and vanAlbada limiter in conjunction with the multigrid acceleration and the Newton-GMRES smoother, is the only scheme that has a healthy convergence rate. (When the source terms are excluded from the minmod limiter in this strong lasing problem the results, which are not shown here, display a convergence rate that is not as good as convergence strategy 3.) Note that in this model problem the convergence rate is not bounded from above by the convergence rate shown in Fig. 1 for the free streaming limit. However, a problem that has strong lasing cannot be thought of as being in the same category as problems with a positive opacity because lasing problems permit exponential growth in the radiation intensity.
Zones with bad aspect ratio; "s"0 and "100; s"10
In this section we examine the convergence characteristics when zones with a bad aspect ratio (i.e. 10:1) are used. Figs. 6a and b present the convergence histories in the free streaming limit. We see again that the Newton-GMRES method without multigrid acceleration (legend`0a) does not converge too well. Convergence strategies 1}3 converge rather well with convergence strategy Fig. 4. (a) and (b) show the residual convergence histories in the L and L norms for "1000; s"100 which corresponds to the high-opacity model problem. The legend`0a indicates restarted Newton-GMRES(15) (without multigrid) with dimensional TVD discretization. The legend`1a indicates FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the dimensional TVD discretization. The legends`2a and`3a indicate FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the multidimensional discretization. Legend`2a corresponds to the use of a minmod limiter while legend`3a corresponds to the use of a vanAlbada limiter.
2 having a distinct advantage. This is the only test problem we have tried where convergence strategy 3 produced convergence that was inferior to that of convergence strategy 2. Since 20 multigrid cycles were used in all model problems it is worthwhile making a direct comparison between Figs. 6 and 1. After 20 multigrid cycles the residuals in the free streaming problem are reduced by almost "fteen orders of magnitude on a uniform mesh when convergence strategy 2 is used. On a mesh that has zones with bad aspect ratio, the same twenty multigrid cycles with convergence strategy 2 reduce the residuals by almost eight orders of magnitude. Thus we see that there is some degradation in the convergence rate when the mesh has zones with bad aspect ratios. However, we also see that this degradation in the convergence rate is not too extreme.
Figs. 7a and b present the convergence histories when an opacity of "100 is used. This is an intermediate opacity case. As a result, all the general trends that we observed in Section 4.3 are repeated here. Thus we see that all four methods display rather good convergence rates even when the mesh has zones with bad aspect ratios.
Test problems
In this section we focus on a few test problems with pure absorption opacities. We also focus on several test problems with a pure scattering opacity. and L norms for "!10; s"0 which corresponds to the strong lasing model problem. The legend`0a indicates restarted Newton-GMRES(15) (without multigrid) with dimensional TVD discretization. The legend`1a indicates FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the dimensional TVD discretization. The legends`2a and`3a indicate FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the multidimensional discretization. Legend`2a corresponds to the use of a minmod limiter while legend`3a corresponds to the use of a vanAlbada limiter.
Pure absorption opacity
When the problem has a pure absorption opacity, i.e. "0 in Eq. (1), the ordinates decouple from each other. Thus the convergence properties of problems with pure absorption opacity are no di!erent from the convergence properties of some of the model problems in Section 4 where a single ordinate was examined. For that reason we do not show too many examples of the pure absorption opacity case. Figs. 8a and b show the mean, angle-averaged intensity when "1 and 5, respectively. In these test problems the absorption opacity was assigned a constant value throughout the medium. The thermal emissivity was initialized so that I (r)"1/ in the medium. The problems were solved on the unit square using a 48;48 zone mesh. The S LSH ordinate set from the appendix was used. The walls of the square had unit surface emissivity and were held at zero degrees Kelvin. Similar test problems have been described in Fiveland and Jessee [23] . In the optically thick limit the mean intensity should reach a value of 1/( ) in the central part of the domain. Fig. 8a does not correspond to an optically thick problem. As a result we see that the mean intensity in the center of Fig. 8a is substantially smaller than 1/ . Fig. 8b does correspond to an optically thick problem. Thus for Fig. 8b we see that in the center of the domain the mean intensity reaches a value that is quite close to the expected value of 1/(5 ). Closer to the boundaries the mean intensity diminishes in value over a distance that is comparable to a unit optical depth. As a result, we see that the mean intensity diminishes rather gradually towards the boundaries in Fig. 8a . For and L norms for "s"0 which corresponds to the model problem in the free streaming limit with zones having a bad aspect ratio of 10:1. The legend`0a indicates restarted Newton-GMRES(15) (without multigrid) with dimensional TVD discretization. The legend`1a indicates FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the dimensional TVD discretization. The legends`2a and`3a indicate FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the multidimensional discretization. Legend`2a corresponds to the use of a minmod limiter while legend`3a corresponds to the use of a vanAlbada limiter. Fig. 8b a unit optical depth corresponds to a rather short distance. As a result, we see that the mean intensity diminishes rather rapidly towards the boundaries in Fig. 8b . Other test problems with "10 and 25 were also tried and were seen to yield results that were consistent with expectations.
Pure scattering opacity
In this set of test problems we set "0; I (r)"0 in Eq. (1). The scattering opacity was assigned values of "1, 5 and 25 permitting us to test a substantial range of scattering opacities. The problems were solved on the unit square using resolutions that ranged from 12;12 to 192;192 mesh points. The S and S LSH ordinate sets from the appendix were used. The walls of the square had surface emissivities of "0.3, 0.5 and 1.0. The upper and lower y-boundaries as well as the upper x-boundary were held at zero degrees Kelvin. The lower x-boundary had I (r)"1/ . Figs. 9a and b show the mean, angle-averaged intensity for the cases where "0.3 and "5 and 25, respectively. 192;192 mesh points along with the S LSH ordinate set were used. We see that for the lower scattering opacity the radiation permeates much of the computational domain. For the higher scattering opacity the radiation has a signi"cant mean intensity only till about half-way across the unit square.
The convergence rates of the discrete ordinates methods presented here in the pure scattering case are also of interest. This is because other practitioners, see Fiveland and Jessee [33] and Fig. 7. (a) and (b) show the residual convergence histories in the L and L norms for "100; s"10 which corresponds to the intermediate opacity model problem with zones having a bad aspect ratio of 10:1. The legend`0a indicates restarted Newton-GMRES(15) (without multigrid) with dimensional TVD discretization. The legend`1a indicates FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the dimensional TVD discretization. The legends`2a and`3a indicate FAS multigrid using restarted Newton-GMRES(15) as a smoother for the multidimensional discretization. Legend`2a corresponds to the use of a minmod limiter while legend`3a corresponds to the use of a vanAlbada limiter.
Ramone, Adams and Nowak [34] , have found that the pure scattering limit is especially problematical for discrete ordinates methods. Figs. 10a and b show the residual convergence histories in the L and L norms for several problems that have a pure scattering opacity. The walls of the domain have an emissivity of 0.3. FAS multigrid with V-cycling was used. Two restarted Newton-GMRES(15) smoothing steps were used on each of the upward and downward passes of the multigrid V-cycles. The legend`0a corresponds to dimensional TVD discretization and "5. The legend`1a corresponds to the multidimensional discretization with "1. The legend`2a corresponds to the multidimensional discretization with "5. The legend`3a corresponds to the multidimensional discretization with "25. In Figs. 10a and b the minmod limiter was used and the source terms were excluded from the limiter. 96;96 mesh points along with the S LSH ordinate set were used. We see that the dimensional TVD discretization has the slowest rate of convergence. We also point out the trend that is obvious from Fig. 10 that increasing scattering opacities produce better convergence rates. Thus the multidimensional discretization with "25 has the best convergence rate followed by the multidimensional discretizations with "5 and lastly "1. This improving convergence rate with increasing scattering opacity mirrors the similar trend with increasing absorption opacity that we found in Section 4. This is because an increasing scattering opacity, just like an increasing absorption opacity, makes the problem more local. The Newton-GMRES(15) smoothing draws on this fact and provides enhanced convergence with increasing scattering opacity. Fig. 11 shows a convergence study for the same physical problems as were shown in Fig. 10 . The only di!erence between them is that the vanAlbada limiter was used and the source terms were included in the limiter. We see that the dimensional TVD scheme in Fig. 11 converges faster than the dimensional TVD scheme in Fig. 10 . This shows that the use of a di!erentiable limiter, such as the vanAlbada limiter, can also improve the convergence of (15) smoothing was used in all four cases. The legend`0a corresponds to dimensional TVD discretization and "5. The legend`1a corresponds to the multidimensional discretization with "1. The legend`2a corresponds to the multidimensional discretization with "5. The legend`3a corresponds to the multidimensional discretization with "25. 192;192 mesh points along with the S LSH ordinate set were used. The minmod limiter was used and the source terms were excluded from the limiter. dimensional TVD schemes. As pointed out in Section 2.1, this point has important implications for WENO discretizations of the RTE. Legends`2a and`3a in Figs. 10 and 11 show comparable convergence rates. Legend`1a in Fig. 10 converges faster than legend`1a in Fig. 11 . This shows that the exclusion of the source terms from the limiter in the genuinely multidimensional schemes can on some occasions help improve the convergence rate. It must be pointed out that the scattering terms couple strongly with the advection terms in the regime of intermediate scattering opacities. Thus it is impossible (i.e. mathematically unjusti"ed) to use operator splitting to treat the scattering terms separately in the relaxation process and yet expect good convergence rates. Unfortunately, previous practitioners had always made this operator splitting, thereby making it very di$cult to treat problems with strong scattering terms. In Section 2 we had identi"ed optimal schemes as ones which have a good convergence rate in both the free streaming and optically thick regimes. This includes situations where the high optical depth is purely a consequence of a high scattering opacity. The results in Figs. 10 and 11 further reinforce our assertion that the FAS multigrid which uses the restarted Newton}Krylov method as a smoother for the genuinely multidimensional discretization of the RTE is such an optimal scheme. The importance of using diwerentiable limiters is also clearly demonstrated.
It is also worthwhile to comment on the role that the surface emissivity plays in determining the convergence rates. As decreases, the surface re#ectivity increases in Eq. (2) . Thus the value of the radiation intensity at the wall increasingly depends on the scattering terms, which themselves depend on the interior solution and are not "xed in the same way that I (r) is "xed in Eq. (2) . Thus as the surface emissivity increases the boundary conditions that are applied in the relaxation of the RTE undergo increasing changes with each iteration. This impedes convergence. Convergence is further impeded if there are two highly re#ective walls that are parallel to each other in the problem because the radiation can undergo multiple re#ections between the walls before leaving the domain. For that reason, both Fiveland and Jessee [33] and Ramone, Adams and Nowak [34] note that problems with highly re#ective walls that are parallel to each other present the maximum di$culty as far as convergence is concerned. The methods presented here also experience di$culty in sustaining rapid convergence rates when the problem has parallel walls with surface emissivity much less than 0.3. One way of viewing this problem is to say that the convergence rate is no longer dependent on the convergence rate of the basic algorithm in the interior of the computational domain. Instead, the convergence rate becomes sensitively dependent on the rate at which the solution converges at the boundaries. In that situation, Ramone et al. [34] suggest that one should use some form of relaxation at the boundaries. They, however, do not give any further details. We have made movies of the evolution of the mean intensity and the residual when parallel walls with surface emissivity much less than 0.3 are present in the problem. We can see clearly that the radiation intensity undergoes many small #uctuations and the residual oscillates back and forth between the parallel highly re#ective walls for several iterations. This is consistent with the physics of the problem where the radiation indeed undergoes multiple re#ections when trapped between highly re#ecting parallel walls. We do not analyze this problem further in this paper. It just su$ces to mention that for problems with parallel walls having surface emissivity greater than or equal to 0.3 the algorithms presented here seem to converge with convergence rates that are consistent with the interior convergence rates. We now turn our attention to demonstrating the order of accuracy of the genuinely multidimensional schemes presented here. Jessee and Fiveland [28] have presented an accuracy analysis of discrete ordinate methods for the RTE when dimensional TVD discretizations and several di!erent choices of limiters were used. We focus here on the genuinely multidimensional discretizations of the RTE. Because the role of the limiters on the accuracy of the multidimensional schemes has not been catalogued in the literature, we catalogue a few interesting ones here. The accuracy analysis presented here uses the S ordinate set. The unit square is covered with a range of meshes having as few as 24;24 zones to as many as 192;192 zones. Large calculations that used the S ordinate set on 256;256 zone meshes were used as reference calculations. Several accuracy analyses were carried out where the scattering opacity assumed values of "5 and 25, respectively. In these problems we set "0; I (r)"0 in Eq. (1). The walls of the square had a surface emissivity of "0.3. The upper and lower y-boundaries as well as the upper x-boundary were held at zero degrees Kelvin. The lower x-boundary had I (r)"1/ . The accuracy analyses are tabulated in Tables 1}6. Table 1 corresponds to "5 when the minmod limiter was used and the source terms were excluded from the limiter. Table 2 corresponds to "5 when the minmod limiter was used and the source terms were included in the limiter. Table 3 corresponds to "5 when the vanAlbada limiter was used and the source terms were included in the limiter. Table 4 corresponds to "25 when the minmod limiter was used and the source terms were excluded from the limiter. Table 5 corresponds to "25 when the minmod limiter was used and the source terms were included in the limiter. Table 6 corresponds to "25 when the vanAlbada limiter was used and the source terms were included in the limiter. Tables 1}3 correspond to the simulation shown in Fig. 9a . Tables 4}6 correspond to the simulation shown in Fig. 9b . We are interested in the error in the angle-averaged mean intensity evaluated in the L and L norms. In each case we show the error as a percentage of the mean intensity averaged over the entire computational domain. The order of accuracy of the solution is also evaluated in each of those two norms. We see that the methods do not display their higher-order accuracy on meshes with poor resolutions. However, as the mesh resolution improves, the higher-order nature of the genuinely multidimensional schemes becomes apparent. It is also signi"cant that the order of accuracy (as measured in the L norm) of the genuinely multidimensional schemes on meshes with su$cient resolution seems to saturate to values that are rather close to the theoretically predicted second-order accuracy. This is very signi"cant because Jessee and Fiveland [28] have shown that the order of accuracy of schemes that use the dimensional TVD discretizations saturates to values that are far short of their predicted second-order accuracy. We point out that the test problems used in our accuracy analysis as well as in the accuracy analysis of Jessee and Fiveland [28] do not have sharp discontinuities in them. As a result, one may justi"ably expect them to display accuracies that are close to second-order accuracy. We also point out that the problem studied in Tables 4}6 requires larger meshes to reach its design accuracy than the problem studied in Tables 1}3. The source of this di!erence becomes apparent when one compares Fig. 9b to a. We see clearly that Fig. 9b has steeper gradients in its solution. This explains why the problem studied in Tables 4}6 requires larger meshes to reach its design accuracy. From Tables 1}3 we see that the order of accuracy as measured in the L norm does not track the order of accuracy as measured in the L norm. This is known to happen even in CFD problems when second-order schemes are used. It happens because a few extremal points can reduce the order of accuracy as measured in the L norm. From Tables 4}6 we see that the order of accuracy as measured in the L norm tracks the order of accuracy as measured in the L norm. It is also signi"cant that the exclusion of the source terms from the minmod limiter in Tables 1 and  4 does not cause a signi"cant degradation in accuracy. The present accuracy analysis also makes it possible to inter-compare the role of the minmod limiter in Tables 2 and 5 with the vanAlbada  limiter in Tables 3 and 6 . We see that the minmod and vanAlbada limiters produce results with comparable accuracies. We have also carried out the same accuracy analysis with the vanLeer limiter and found that it too produces results that are as accurate as those produced by the minmod and vanAlbada limiters. The fact that the accuracies are comparable prompts us to conclude that the speci"c choice of limiter plays a small role in determining the order of accuracy of the genuinely multidimensional schemes. Thus we conclude that the genuinely multidimensional discretizations of the RTE outperform the dimensional TVD discretizations of the RTE not because of the speci"c choice of limiter but rather because of the superior discretization that closely emulates the physics of the problem.
The fact that the genuinely multidimensional schemes show accuracies that are close to second-order has two further implications:
(1) The requirement of Mihalas and Klein [42] that the scheme should be second-order accurate in order to correctly retrieve the optically thick limit is more closely met by the present genuinely multidimensional schemes than it is met by the dimensional TVD schemes.
(2) Jessee et al. [30] used rather low-quality adaptation criteria for their adaptive solution of the RTE. Their adaptation criteria were, however, well-matched with the fact that their scheme was only "rst-order accurate. The availability of second-order schemes for the solution of the RTE implies that better adaptation criteria from Berger and Oliger [73] or Zienkiewicz and Zhu [74] can now be used for the adaptive solution of the RTE.
Conclusions
In this paper we have designed several useful strategies for numerically solving the RTE using discrete ordinates methods. We have also analyzed the reasons for the poor convergence and accuracy of previous methods and demonstrated that our methods circumvent many of the pitfalls that plagued previous methods. Based on the work presented here we draw the following conclusions:
(1) It is possible to discretize the RTE using dimensional TVD discretizations as well as genuinely multidimensional discretizations.
(2) The genuinely multidimensional discretizations have several advantages over the dimensional TVD discretizations. Because the former take account of the direction of characteristic propagation, they represent the physics with greater "delity.
(3) The genuinely multidimensional discretizations also have minimal cross-stream dissipation and dispersion errors making them very useful in accurately representing the free streaming limit of the RTE.
(4) Furthermore, using the genuinely multidimensional discretizations results in a compact stencil. This endows the scheme with superior convergence properties.
(5) Newton}Krylov methods are shown to provide us with a natural way of treating the advection and scattering terms in the RTE without resort to operator splitting. This permits maximal coupling between the terms. It is demonstrated that this coupling enhances convergence even in the strong scattering limit where previous methods have been known to perform poorly.
(6) The convergence of the Newton}Krylov methods has been shown not to degrade too much even when zones with very bad aspect ratios are present. This enhances their utility in general purpose codes.
(7) When the Newton}Krylov method is used as a smoother within FAS multigrid a strategy for numerical radiative transfer with superior convergence is seen to result. This is especially true when the genuinely multidimensional discretizations of the RTE are used.
(8) The resulting scheme is optimal in the sense that it has good convergence properties in the free streaming limit as well as in the limit where the optical depth in each zone is very large. This is true even when a strong scattering opacity is present in the problem.
(9) A variety of illustrative model problems and stringent test problems have been presented. Several of the test problems involved pure scattering with strong scattering terms. The methods presented here have been shown to perform very well on those problems. Based on our test problems we made the very useful and interesting discovery that increasing the strength of the scattering terms actually results in an improvement of the convergence rates for the methods presented here.
(10) Accuracy analysis for the genuinely multidimensional discretizations of the RTE shows that they are close to second-order accurate. This stands in marked contrast to the dimensional TVD discretizations of the RTE which fall short of their designed second-order accuracy.
(11) Di!erent limiters are used in this work and an inter-comparison is made of their role in producing good convergence and accuracy. It is shown that the use of di!erentiable limiters in the genuinely multidimensional schemes produces better convergence rates when used in conjunction with the Newton}Krylov method. The accuracy that one obtains seems to be close to the designed second-order accuracy of the multidimensional schemes and does not depend on the speci"c choice of limiter. (12) It is shown that the exclusion of the source terms from the limiters in the multidimensional schemes does not cause a signi"cant degradation in the accuracy of the solution in all the cases that we have tested. This point is important because when the source terms are excluded from the limiters the genuinely multidimensional discretizations of the RTE also display slightly faster convergence in some instances.
Appendix A
One problem that we faced in an early phase of this work was the unavailability of accurate values for the discrete ordinates and their weights. Values of the discrete ordinates that retain seven or less digits of accuracy have been published. However, due to the availability of 64-bit computers, we wanted values of the ordinates that were at least accurate up to 14 or more digits. The theory for constructing these ordinates has been documented by Fiveland [43] and references therein. Fiveland [43] also showed that by preserving a mix of even and odd moments one could derive level symmetric hybrid (LSH) ordinates which were in some cases much superior to the level symmetric even (LSE) ordinates that were proposed previously by Lathrop and Carlson [17] . For that reason, we catalogue LSH ordinate sets below whenever they are available. The S LSH ordinate set that we catalogue below is a little di!erent from Fiveland's choice but yields superior preservation of moments. It satis"es the "rst eight moment equations to within 0.47% accuracy and the "rst 15 moment equations to within 7.0% accuracy. The S LSH ordinate set given here is based on Fiveland's choice. It satis"es the "rst 15 moment equations to within 0.37% accuracy and the "rst 20 moment equations to within 2.4% accuracy. For S we catalogue a newly designed LSH ordinate set that yields positive weights and satis"es the "rst 15 moment equations to within 0.15% accuracy! It also satis"es the "rst 20 moment equations to within 1.1% accuracy. In all cases, the ordinate sets given below satisfy the required moment equations to fourteen digits of accuracy. Only the ordinates in the "rst octant are given. The remaining ordinates can be obtained by using symmetry arguments. Since the ordinates are level symmetric, each ordinate corresponds to a triplet of indices which add up to`2#n/2a. These indices may be useful to some researchers. As a result, we give the indices that correspond to the ordinates below each table of ordinates. The above ordinate corresponds to indices (1,1,1 ). 
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